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Beloveds, it is the Lord Kuthumi .. on this day that precedes the
last of the planetary alignments of the 9:9:9 .. and so we shall
take this opportunity to lay the grid of intent that the energies of
tomorrow may be utilised.
If you will open your columns of light .. opening all of the chakras,
and offering up through the crown all the love that you are, direct
from the heart it connects to the celestial realms and magnifies
upon meeting god presence .. and drawing god presence down to
be with the heart, aligned with the chakra column .. breathing
deeply and expanding the heart and all of your being .. and
opening the lower chakras .. down to Mother Earth the chakras

are opened .. and there is a brilliant light show as your columns of
light create a grid of power and love .. encircling the planet earth,
held fast in Mother Earth, with celestial energy freely flowing and
anchoring .. along all the grids of the earth it travels, mingled with
your love and light.
The Arcturians, the angelics from these realms, assist your
energies to stabilise .. releasing as a special gift this day all
distortions from your field .. and you may co-create with the
angels .. offering up those distorted patterns of behaviour which
currently affect your equilibrium and joy .. surrendering all in your
life that challenges and saddens and confuses .. offering this up ..
allowing the mind and the ego to detach from their need to
control and to know and to manipulate and to overpower .. just
surrendering with relief .. handing all over that is not of joy and
peace.
With the breath, allowing all to release .. as Merlin’s forcefield of
magnetic manifestation releases all .. like a vacuum it takes all
that is distorted, all that is confused, all that is not of purity and
love and peace.
Breathing deeply and experiencing great
surrender .. all is well .. you are cared for and assisted. Many
blessings are given you this day .. for your diligence, your
commitment to walking your path of completion and of mastery.
And the light, the celestial light intensifies .. increasing the
velocity of your light body, adding streams of multicoloured light
which contains all the colour rays .. expanding, expanding until
you are filled with great volumes of ever-moving light. Like
beacons of light you stand, encircling the physical plane ..
creating a band, a web of love and of light .. and see this light as it
flows along and through your open chakra columns, flowing into
Gaia .. and travelling along all the grid lines, the lei lines, the
songlines of the earth, encircling the globe from all directions,
holding Gaia safe within this light and this love. And her love is
breathed up now through the chakra columns, so that there is an
interplay .. down from the heavens, and up from the earth ..
creating a forcefield of ever-moving light and energy, filling you
more and more .. and all that is not of light is cast from your
energy body by the velocities of light and of love, not able to be
sustained in this frequency.

Meditating and enjoying this sensation of light and of love and of
freely flowing energy of all the colour rays .. and each of the
colour rays finds its place .. where it is most needed .. to heal
physical illness .. to increase vitality and joy .. to lessen the
sadness and confusion of physical life .. to heighten the vibration
.. to accelerate your life path, your mission .. to allow an opening
to receive soul gifts and abilities .. to allow clarity .. direction.
Sitting within a triangle of all the multihued celestial colours .. as
the colour rays are received within the diamond plates of the light
body .. restoring, healing, replacing, activating, aligning the
individual crystals of the light body .. activating greatly,
accelerating this path you walk .. taking from you that which is of
duality and distortion .. and offering replacement and activation
to the extent of your degree of readiness to receive .. as you open
yourselves with willingness to receive great acceleration and a
lessening of the distress of initiations within which you are stuck.
As the inter-planetary energies increase .. and as the timelines
dissolve .. as all that is of denseness and darkness finds itself
unable any longer to exist, to persist .. I say to you that you have
already passed through the doorway Home .. have left behind the
third dimensional world .. and have entered into the higher
dimensions.
But because of the acceleration, the mind, the
beautiful mind, the ego .. struggles a little, still, to accept and to
believe .. to believe that the past has truly been left behind, and
that a new reality has been stepped within. The New World, new
paradigm exists already within your heart’s dreams where all is
known. The wisdom of the ages is held within your beautiful
hearts .. the future is held already within your hearts. But the
mind struggles behind, aligned still with the collective
consciousness and the third dimension of the recent past.
You are offered by the Time Lords, who stand before you .. a
dispensation which allows the dissolution of the timelines. This
enables you to detach from the third dimension and from the
collective consciousness and belief. In this unlinking from the
collective, you stand freely within your own reality, own belief,
own dreams. You unhinge yourself from the collective beliefs of
what is possible, what is normal .. and allow the hopelessness,
the time-based perception of what it is possible to achieve .. to be
jettisoned.

And if you wish to accept the dissolution of the timelines, then
look before you and see the doorway that stands open before you
.. and walk calmly through that doorway. And for some, there will
be a great leap through this doorway .. and for others, the
necessity for great bravery .. as the mind’s wish to control battles
with this surrender which is required. And for others, there is
fear to step through. Many angels are with you, holding you
securely, lifting, carrying you if you desire. Aah, surrender, sweet
surrender, such joy to let go of the desire to control all, to know
all, hanging on, hanging on .. letting go, letting go, aah, sweet
surrender. And once over the threshold, held still by angels, you
have walked to a new reality, new paradigm .. you have walked to
the New World fully .. which holds no duality, no possibility of
duality, for its frequency and vibration does not allow this, only
purity and love and justice and fairness has a place in the new
frequency, the New World.
You stand at the forefront of the New World as leaders. You lead
many others through the doorway .. for with many now stepping
through, you open the pathway .. adding much light, much love ..
allowing many to follow.
And as you sit within this place of peace, joy and co-creation with
the divine .. if you will open your most beautiful hearts and allow
the wisdom of your hearts to release .. and for your heart’s
dreams for the New World to emerge. And as you visualise, and
create your own individual heart’s dream, open your beautiful
hearts to allow the love of your hearts to create the biggest and
brightest possible reality for you in your walk upon earth, to
include all those details which bring joy and lightness of heart, of
fulfillment in work and in play and in love. To create the details ..
and to know that you are indeed the Creators of the New World ..
and that it is from your highest heart’s dreams and yearnings,
which contain the seeds of truth upon which the New World is
created .. that you paint the picture of the New Reality, New
World. ………………………………………………….…
In gratitude and joy .. receive the blessings which rain down upon
you .. and these continue for the planetary alignment of
27:9:2007 tomorrow. Open, and receive .. for the time is now,
and great acceleration is possible.

Held by angels, and supported by all of your family of light, you
may hold your dreams close to your heart .. and bring them in ..
gather your dreams and receive their fulfillment in the dawning of
the New Age you have stepped within.
I am the Lord Kuthumi .. and play an especial role with you in
bringing your dreams to reality .. if you wish to connect with me
and to receive assistance and guidance.
.
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Sacred Mystery School training .
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Light Body Repair Kit ... sacred geometry codes for repatterning of the light body
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Channeled readings of Life Purpose, Mission and Keepership – your purpose upon earth and your gift for humanity
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